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“Thermal spraying” encompasses a range of coating techniques where molten or semi-molten droplets 

of a coating material are accelerated toward a substrate.  Material is built up as a series of “splats”.  

The performance of the resulting coating is a function of microstructure and composition which are, 

in turn, affected by the spraying parameters. 

Presented here are results from a study of thermally sprayed Cr3C2-NiCr cermet coatings.  The effect 

of variation of coating splat structure and microstructure on erosion performance has been 

investigated.  Cr3C2-NiCr coatings are used to counter erosion of components under industrial turbine 

conditions [1,2] namely high temperature, high erodent impact velocity and low erodent flux.  During 

thermal spraying of these materials substantial variation in composition and microstructure occurs due 

to exposure of the coating powders to the high temperature accelerating gas [3,4].  Compositional 

disorder is trapped within the metastable structure as a result of rapid solidification upon deposition, 

heat treatment following spraying allows a more stable structure to form. Often coating 

microhardness is used as an indicator of erosion performance; however, this study has shown the 

limitations of this practice and the need for understanding and control of the microstructure. 

Coating characterisation of high velocity sprayed Cr3C2-NiCr coatings, using BSE imaging in 

conjunction with X-ray diffraction, showed carbide dissolution into the matrix of varying extent 

depending on deposition technique (Figure 1a).  Heat treatment at 900°C caused rapid carbide 

precipitation and matrix refinement (Figure 1b), these results are described in detail elsewhere [5].  As 

can be seen from Figure 2 a microhardness indent “averages” the hardness of both matrix and carbide 

phases. 

Erosion testing of as-sprayed and heat treated coatings was conducted in a custom built apparatus  

using compressed air to accelerate 20-25µm alumina particles as an erodent.  Tests were carried out 

at ambient and elevated temperature.  Erosion rates were measured and single impacts were 

characterised using SEM in order to determine the erosion mechanism. 

At ambient temperature the single impacts caused a brittle response with both carbide grains and 

matrix  being cleaved by the erodent particle.  Brittle cracks surrounded each impact and intersected 

with splat boundaries leading to a significant contribution to erosion rate from splat structure, Figure 

3.  Following heat treatment the erosion response of the coatings was more ductile with mounds of 

plastically deformed material surrounding each impact, this significantly reduced erosion rate. 

Erosion response at 800°C showed more matrix phase ductility, Figure 4; however, heat treatment in 

this case reduced the erosion resistance of coatings.  Heat treatment caused development of a carbide 

network which constrained the matrix.  This meant that even though the matrix was more ductile than 

at ambient temperatures erodent particles penetrated both phases and generating high lateral loads 

resulting in displacement of material up and out of the surface.  Unlike at ambient temperature the 

erosion response at high temperature was dictated by the carbide microstructure rather than the 

coating splat structure. 
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Figure 1:  BSE image of as-sprayed (a) and heat-treated (b) high velocity thermal sprayed Cr3C2-NiCr 

coating.  Splat structure is apparent “as-sprayed” and extensive gray scale variation is due to carbide 

dissolution into NiCr matrix.  Treatment for 30 days at 900°C has relieved this meta-stable condition. 
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Figure 2:  Indent from Vickers microhardness 

indenter in heat treated coating.  Scale bar is 10µm, 

note how indent is significantly larger than scale of 

microstructure. 

Figure 3:  Single impact of erodent particle has 

introduced brittle cracks into matrix that have 

intersected with splat boundary (smooth region). 

Figure 4:  Ductile matrix response to single 

impact of erodent particle at 800°C. 
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